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My talk is based on some work that I did with Chris Dutchyn, Andrew Eisenberg and 
Kris De Volder. The paper will be in this year’s ECOOP proceedings under the title 
Use Case Level Pointcuts. So this talk will be a compressed preview of the upcoming 
ECOOP talk.
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1. join points are certain points in the execution 
of the program

2. pointcuts are a means of referring to 
collections of join points and values at those 
points

3. advice define additional behavior at join 
points

dynamic crosscutting in AspectJ

As probably most people in this room know, AspectJ extends Java with support for 
two kinds of crosscutting implementation: dynamic crosscutting and static 
crosscutting. Dynamic crosscutting is based on a small set of constructs: join points, 
pointcuts and advice. Taken together these constructs form AspectJ’s Join Point 
Model.

All of this can be packaged as an AspectJ aspect which is a unit of modularity; a way 
to put in one place all of the code for a crosscutting concern. The implementation of 
this concern can then (at compile time say) be woven into the program. This has 
proven to be very useful at the implementation level.
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AspectJ

AspectSD

AspectU

However, software developers produce a number of artifacts that model the behavior 
of software systems at different levels of abstraction. We believe that crosscutting 
concerns exist at these levels as well, and with out support for modularizing them they 
of course tend to be scattered and tangled.

As examples of these other models, on this slide we show two: sequence diagrams and 
use cases. Our goal is to explore the modularization of crosscutting concerns within 
these other models. To this end we propose two new aspect languages: AspectU 
targeting the use case model, and AspectSD targeting the sequence diagram model. 
Primarily we have focused on use cases, however, as an aside, I believe that there 
would be value in looking at crosscutting concerns in other artifacts that model system 
behavior.

So for the next ten minutes or so I am going to talk about AspectU which means two 
things: (1) I, need to talk about what I think of as the use case model, and (2) I, need 
to briefly describe AspectU’s join point model.
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Extensible Messaging and 
Presence Protocol (XMPP) 
specification. 
The underlying protocol is specified in a 
document called XMPP Core, which covers 
issues such as the 

•handling of messages stanzas, and the 

•handling of presence stanzas.

Additions to the base protocol to support 
IM applications are documented in XMPP 
IM, which introduces concerns such as

•privacy and

•message storage.

So let’s take a closer look at the use case model. The example use cases used in the 
ECOOP paper, and this talk, are based on the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol 
(XMPP) specification, standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IEFT).  XMPP is 
a set of streaming XML protocols that enable any two entities on the Internet to 
exchange messages, presence, and other structured information. The primary 
specification document is called XMPP Core. This covers the underlying protocol 
describing, for example, the basic handling of messages and presence.

Various applications can be built on top of this core protocol. One obvious application 
is instant messaging (along the lines of AIM or ICQ) the details for how this is to be 
done is in a second specification document: XMPP IM. The idea is that the additional 
needed functionality can be layered on top of the core protocol.

For our discussion the important point is that the concerns introduced in XMPP IM 
crosscut the system (described by XMPP Core) at the use case level, the sequence 
diagram level and the source level. One simple example of such a concern is 
described in the IM document is client privacy.
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Use Case: Server handles message stanza (handle message)

Trigger: Entity sends message (send)

Main Success Scenario
1. server processes and verifies message (verify)
2. server determines recipient of message (determine 

recipient)
3. sever delivers message to recipient (deliver message)

Extensions:
2a. Non-local recipient

2a1. route message (route)
2b. No such client

2b1. reply with ‘recipient unavailable’ (error)
3a. Delivery failed (delivery failed)

3a1. reply with ‘recipient unavailable’ (error)

Here is an example of a use case. This captures the behavior of an XMPP server when 
it receives a message stanza from a connected entity. This behavior is described in the 
core specification. For convenience, we give use cases, steps and some extensions 
names, shown in brackets on the slide.

Later I’ll talk about how the privacy concern impacts this use case. But first, since 
these are behavioral models, we can think about it as something that can be executed. 
And any particular execution can be seen as an execution tree.
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use case:
handle 
message

step:
determine 
recipient

step:
verify

step:
deliver
message

This tree corresponds to the main success scenario of the use case we just looked at. 
For us, it is important to look at children as part of, or an elaboration of their parent. 
For example, in this scenario, executing the use case means executing these three 
steps: verify, determine recipient and deliver message.

While this example is quite simple, more complicated use cases could have the steps 
further elaborated as other use cases. So the execution trees could be much deeper.
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use case:
handle 
message

step:
determine 
recipient

step:
verify

step:
deliver
message

step:
error

extension:
delivery
failed

This slightly more complicated one, corresponds to the a scenario in which the 
delivery fails, which means that the delivery failed extension is triggered. In this case 
executing the use case means that the given three steps are executed followed by the 
extension. Executing the extension means executing the step named error.

AspectU’s join point model targets these execution trees.
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AspectU’s join point model
1. join points are subtrees in the use case 

execution model
2. pointcuts identify sets of subtrees and values 

(usecase, step and extension primitive 
pointcuts)

3. advice define additional behavior to execute 
at the roots of those subtrees (before, 
after and around advice is supported)

Specifically, the join points are subtrees in the use case execution model. Pointcuts
identify sets of subtrees and values. Usecase, step and extension primitive 
pointcuts are supported. Pieces of advice define additional behavior to execute at 
the roots of those subtrees.

I don’t have time to talk lots about this, but I’ll try to make this more clear with a 
couple of examples.
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use case:
handle 
message

step:
determine 
recipient

step:
verify

step:
deliver
message

step:
error

extension:
delivery
failed

extension(delivery failed)

So here is a very simple example. This slide shows a pointcut and one subtree that it 
would match. Any advice attached to that would apply at the root of the identified 
subtree. So, before advice would apply just before the execution of the subtree. After 
advice would apply just after the execution of the subtree. Around advice could add 
behavior before, after or instead of the identified tree.
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Use Case: Server handles message stanza (handle message)

Trigger: Entity sends message (send)

Main Success Scenario
1. server processes and verifies message (verify)
2. server determines recipient of message (determine 

recipient)
3. sever delivers message to recipient (deliver message)

Extensions:
2a. Non-local recipient

2a1. route message (route)
2b. No such client

2b1. reply with ‘recipient unavailable’ (error)
3a. Delivery failed (delivery failed)

3a1. reply with ‘recipient unavailable’ (error)

Next we’ll look at an example based on the privacy concern (introduced by the XMPP 
IM specification) I’ve alluded to.

Here is the use case we looked at a couple of slides ago. This use case is based on 
behavior specified in the core document. I want talk about the privacy concern which 
is introduced in the IM specification. When handling messages, a server, before 
delivering the message, should check the recipient’s privacy settings to make sure he 
or she wants to receiving that message and if not (that is, if the check fails) the server 
should silently drop the message. In the use case model this can be expressed as a step 
(before the deliver message step) which states that the privacy settings are checked, 
and an extension that states what to do if the check fails.

Privacy also needs to be considered when handling presence stanzas.
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aspect privacy {

before(user, stanza) :
(step(deliver message) && bind(user, recipient) &&

bind(stanza, message)) ||
(step(deliver presence) && bind(user, entity) &&

bind(stanza, presence))
{

steps:
- server verifies stanza against user’s 

privacy settings (check privacy)

extensions:
- name: privacy check failed

source: check privacy
steps:

- silently drop stanza (drop)
}

}

Here is an AspectU aspect that captures this behavior. We actually want to look at a 
slight simplification of this.
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aspect privacy {

before() :
step(deliver message) || step(deliver presence) 
{

steps:
- server verifies stanza against user’s 

privacy settings (check privacy)

extensions:
- name: privacy check failed

source: check privacy
steps:

- silently drop stanza (drop)
}

}

The simplification here is that the code for binding values has been removed. I won’t 
go through all of the details, but notice that advice applies before the deliver message
step, as well as before the deliver presence step of the handle presence use case.

The added behavior is expressed as steps and extensions. First, the step added states 
that the privacy settings should be checked. Next, the added extension describes what 
is to happen if the privacy check fails.
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other details

• binding values
• and and or operators for combining primitive 

pointcuts
• wild cards * in pointcuts, such as: 
step(deliver*)

• AspectSD language with join point model based 
on sequences of messages

This has been a quick overview of AspectU there are other details that I won’t go into 
now. Also in our ECOOP paper we touch on the AspectSD language, which I won’t 
talk about now.
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AspectU to AspectSD

AspectSD to AspectJ

Now I want to talk quickly about translation between these levels.

We have briefly mentioned that AspectJ, AspectSD and AspectU can help modularize 
concerns at each of these levels. But there is another kind of scattering going on; 
concerns maybe scattered across these levels. For example the privacy concern affects 
the use cases of the system, the sequence diagrams and the source. This got us 
thinking about how to modularize concerns in a way that they could apply at all 
levels. More particularly we played with the idea of translating an AspectU aspect to 
and AspectSD aspect and an AspectSD aspect to an AspectJ aspect.

Ideally we want to be able to write AspectU advice in terms of use cases, steps and 
extensions and, using or translator, generate an AspectJ aspect that can impact the 
implementation. The translation focuses much more on where in the models the 
additional behavior applies than on translating the additional behavior itself.

So recall that our AspectU privacy aspect which (among other things) adds a check to 
see if the given message should or should not be sent based on the user’s privacy 
settings. Given this AspectU aspect our translator can generate AspectJ code that 
knows at what point in the execution and with which objects the privacy check needs 
to be performed, but the generated code doesn’t know how to perform that check. This 
needs to be provided by the developer. So the developer would likely write some 
modularized Java code that does the check and provide, as input for the translator one 
line of code that captures what it means to check the privacy.
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problems with translation

• creation and maintenance of mapping between models
• lack of control over/understanding of flow of Java 

code

We produced a prototypical implementation of this translation tool, and it worked, 
however it has some limitations. The first is that it depends on mapping information 
between layers. Possibly this could be mitigated by some automated tool support.

The second problem is that our translator lacks control over or and understanding of 
the flow of the Java code.  When writing AspectU advice a developer may want to 
write advice that impacts the underlying use cases in ways like: adding an extension 
that rejoins the main scenario of the use case at an arbitrary point, or replaces parts of 
the behavior with some other behavior. How then do you translate this to an AspectJ 
aspect that does the right thing?

Now this is sort of science fiction, but I want to throw out an idea that could 
contribute to a solution to these problems.
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summary

• AspectU
• AspectSD
• explored translating between AspectU to 

AspectJ (via AspectSD)

interesting future bits

• more work with AspectU (actors, triggers, …)
• graphical language for graphical models?
• other behavioral models?
• cross model modularization: round trip?

So I’ve talked about AspectU and (not really) AspectSD. I’ve mentioned the 
translation of aspects between models. While the translation has its limitations, it is 
interesting to be able to write some thing in AspectU (maybe after step(a) || step(b) || 
step(c)) and have that translate into something that is in terms of method calls and 
returns.

The general topic we are really talking about is modularizing crosscutting concerns 
within various behavioral models and thinking about modularizing them even across 
these models.
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? ?
unified model
of crosscutting
implementation

unified model 
of a software 
system

If the various artifacts that model the behavior of software systems were not 
completely separate, but instead were views on top of some unified underlying model 
of a software system, then a unified underlying join point model and representation of 
crosscutting implementation would be possible. Then AspectU, AspectSD and 
AspectJ (and any others) could be views on this underlying representation. So an 
AspectU view on an aspect would show how the use case view of the system would be 
affected by the underlying aspect. Similarly with AspectSD and AspectJ.


